DREAM

Elif’s dream of escaping her humdrum life comes true
when she falls in love with its owner Bulut, but their
romance risks becoming a nightmare as their families
conspire against them.
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DREAM
Each night, Elif dreams she is a famous designer and wakes with the desire to
make the fantasy come true. In reality, she is a department store saleswoman,
supporting her ungrateful family. But magic occurs when she meets the store’s
handsome owner Bulut and embarks on an impossible love affair.

Selami’s cruel resolve appears to pay off when Elif, crying out for help, is taken
against her will to be with him. As she seeks ways to escape, others learn of her
abduction and set out to secure her release, paving the way for her to marry the
man she loves.

The path of love is littered with obstacles. Bulut is heir to a textile empire and his
snobbish mother Ruhsan is adamant that he will marry his more ‘appropriate’
childhood friend Sahika. She looks down on the poor, lower class Elif and wants
to believe she is just a casual fling.

While Elif accepts Bulut’s marriage proposal, she fears the consequences of him
standing up to his family. Their union will unleash a wave of intrigues and ruses
among members of the two families. The couple will have to go ahead with the
wedding despite the family resistance.

Elif’s hopes of making this dream come true are also sabotaged by her inadequate
unemployed father, her irresponsible brother and the family’s dependence on
her as the only bread winner. It is as if Elif is not entitled to experience love. But
Bulut is not a man to give up easily.

When the two lovers finally marry, family members are shaken by the news and
start making plans to break them up. As the sinister manipulations and plots
multiply around them, Elif will be forced to make tough decisions to protect
herself and Bulut. The dream threatens to become a nightmare.

Another threat to their happiness is Selami, a rich and older man obsessed with
Elif. He asks her stepmother Gulendam to convince Elif to marry him, offering a
new house as a reward. Mean and greedy, Gulendam accepts the proposal as she
envisages a comfortable future for herself and her family.
Fearing the loss of Elif, Bulut goes to her family’s house to save her from an
arranged marriage. He promises they will never be separated, and they leave
together. But deterring the strong-willed Selami is not so easy. Winning Elif’s
hand in marriage has become a matter of honor for him.
Lurking in the background is Bulut’s half-brother Alaz, who has evil plans to
destroy the family. He learns his father’s identity from his mother just before she
dies and, in his rage, hatches a malicious plan. After concealing his true identity,
Alaz works his way up to being Bulut’s right-hand man.
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also starred in:
Broken Pieces
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